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ABSTRACT
A new SWEEPS (Shock Wave Enhanced Emission
Photoacoustic Streaming) modality for Er:YAG laser
is presented, developed especially to improve the
cleaning and disinfecting efficacy of laser-assisted
endodontic procedures.
Typically, shock waves are not emitted during
laser-assisted irrigation of spatially confined root
canals. However, by using the new SWEEPS modality,
an acceleration of the collapse of the laser-induced
bubbles is achieved, leading to the emission of shock
waves also into narrow root canals. The emitted
primary shock waves that reach the smear layer at
super-sonic speeds and the shear flows created by the
fast collapse of secondary bubbles near the canal walls
enhance the cleaning and disinfecting efficacy of laserinduced irrigation. With its precise delivery of shock
waves into cleaning fluids and the resulting enhanced
fluid dynamics, SWEEPS promises to represent an
entirely new way of thinking about root canal therapy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to clean, debride and disinfect dental
root canals is limited by the complex anatomy of the
dental root-canal system, and the limited penetration
depth of commonly used irrigants into the dentine [16]. One of the main problems in endodontics is the
non-turbulent fluid dynamics of irrigants in the
confined canal space, which hinders deep penetration
of the irrigant. Different agitation techniques have
been introduced with the goal of improving the
efficacy of irrigation solutions, including agitation with
ultrasonic devices [7]. However, the effectiveness of
this method has been found to be limited to the
vicinity of the ultrasonic needle, which makes this

method relatively ineffective [8]. In recent years an
advanced photon-activated irrigation method has been
introduced with a goal to overcome this problem [924]. This photon-induced photoacoustic streaming
(PIPS) technique is based on placing a laser fiber tip
into the pulp chamber filled with an irrigation fluid,
and emitting a pulsed laser light into the fluid [13]. If
the laser light is sufficiently absorbed by the fluid, the
fluid is locally and instantly heated over its boiling
point and a vapor bubble starts to develop at the fiber
tip’s end [8, 19, 24]. The vapor bubble first expands
and then collapses after reaching its maximum
volume. Under certain conditions the collapse initiates
the growth of a second bubble. This turbulent photoacoustic agitation of irrigants moves the fluid threedimensionally throughout the root-canal system,
actively pumps the tissue debris out of the canals, and
is expected to clean and disinfect not only the main
but also the lateral canals [21, 22, 24-26].
The clinical safety and efficacy of the PIPS
irrigation technique has been investigated and
confirmed by many studies [9-15, 22]. But a question
arises of whether the efficacy of the technique can be
improved even further. For example, it has been
determined that, as opposed to large liquid reservoirs
[19], shock waves, i.e., waves travelling faster than
sound are not observed in spatially confined reservoirs
such as root canals [8]. This is because in narrow
canals cavitation dynamics is significantly slowed
down by the friction on the canal walls and by the
limited space available for the quick displacement of
the liquid during the bubble’s expansion and
contraction. If the PIPS technique could be enhanced
by the capability of generating shock waves in the root
canal, this would result in shear flows capable of
removing particles from the root canal surface.
Additionally, since in the narrow root canal the
emitted shock waves would reach the smear layer at
supersonic speed, this could enhance the bactericidal
effect of the technique and further increase its
cleaning efficacy [34, 35].
In this paper, we report on a new SWEEPS (Shock
Wave Enhanced Emission Photoacoustic Streaming)
modality for Er:YAG laser developed especially to
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improve the cleaning and disinfecting efficacy of the
photon-induced photoacoustic streaming procedure.
The newly introduced SWEEPS modality resembles to
some extent the technique used in extracorporeal
shock-wave lithotripsy, where appropriately timed
ultrasonic waves are utilized to effectively break kidney
stones [27, 28].
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was carried out on Er:YAG laserinduced cavitation dynamics in narrow hole models of
a liquid-filled root canal. The Er:YAG system (λ =
2.94 µm) used was a LightWalker ATS (manufactured
by Fotona d.o.o.), equipped with a contact fiber-tip
handpiece H14.

of the LBDP signal.
III. RESULTS
a) Measurements of shock waves in root canal
models
Figure 1 shows an idealized temporal development
of a bubble as observed experimentally following the
emission of a single Er:YAG laser pulse through a
fiber into a liquid-filled canal (with diameter d and
length L) at time T=T0.

Single laser pulses or pairs of individual pulses were
delivered into liquid (distilled water). In the two-pulse
experiments, the pulses were separated by a temporal
delay (Tp). A series of measurements were conducted
by varying Tp in the range of 200 to 800 µs in 1 µs
intervals.
Two experimental set-ups were used to measure
the cavitation characteristics. In the first experimental
set-up, a block of acrylic glass with canals of varying
diameters (1.5 – 6 mm) and lengths (10 -30 mm) was
used to simulate various cavity dimensions. The block
was submerged into a basin of distilled water and an
Er:YAG laser fiber tip was positioned in the center of
the cross-section of the hole. The oscillations of the
cavitation bubbles were recorded using a high-speed
camera (Photron, Fastcam, SA-Z) at 100,000 frames
per second with an exposure time of 250 ns.
Alternatively, a shadow-graphic setup described
previously in [8, 24] was used. In this set-up, cavitation
bubbles and shock waves were recorded using 30 ps
long frequency-doubled Nd:YAG (λ = 532 nm)
illumination pulses that were imaged through a
microscope by a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera.
The second experimental set-up consisted of a
laser beam deflection probe (LBDP) in a basic
arrangement similar to the one used in [29]. A block of
aluminum with canals of different diameters (2, 3, 6
and 8 mm) and a length of 25 mm was submerged in a
reservoir of distilled water. The measuring system
consisted of a He-Ne laser beam (λ = 633 nm) focused
to a measuring spot 1 mm below the lower edge of the
hole and centered on a quadrant photodiode (QPD).
The refractive index gradient caused by the
propagation of an Er:YAG laser-induced pressure
wave through the water resulted in the deflection of
the probe laser beam and consequently in the variation

Fig. 1: Cavitation bubble oscillation sequence following the
emission of a single Er:YAG laser pulse. A vapor bubble
starts to expand when a laser pulse is emitted at T=T 0 (a)
until the bubble reaches its maximum size at T = T max (b),
after which the bubble starts to collapse (c) until it reaches
its minimal size at T = Tmin (d) and rebounds. In narrow
root-canal like reservoirs, the bubble collapse is too slow to
result in the emission of shock waves.

When a pulsed Er:YAG laser beam is delivered to a
liquid at a time T= T0, a bubble oscillation sequence
develops. In the 1st phase of the bubble oscillation
sequence (from time T0 to time Tmax), laser energy
deposition into the liquid via absorption causes
superheating of the liquid, and boiling induces a vapor
bubble. The vapor bubble expands rapidly and
thereafter reaches its maximum size at Tmax. In the 2nd
phase (from time Tmax to time Tmin), the difference in
pressures forces the vapor bubble to collapse. During
the collapse, a portion of the energy stored in the
vapor bubble is converted into acoustic energy.
When the bubble collapse is sufficiently fast, shock
waves are emitted by the end of the 2nd phase.
Experiments have shown that the collapse of the
Er:YAG laser-generated bubble leads to shock wave
emission only in very large liquid reservoirs [19], while
in narrow reservoirs such as liquid-filled root canals
the emission of shock waves is not observed [8]. This
is due to the slower cavitation dynamics, resulting in
longer bubble oscillation periods (Tosc = Tmin – T0) in
narrow canals. Longer bubble oscillation times are
attributed to the friction on the canal walls and to the
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limited space available for the rapid fluid displacement
during the bubble’s expansion and contraction.
The measured dependence of the oscillation period
Tosc on the canal diameter is shown in Fig. 2. As can
be seen from Fig. 2, the bubble oscillation is more
than two-times slower in a 2 mm cavity (Tosc ≈ 640 s)
in comparison to that in an infinite reservoir (Tosc ≈
300 s).

Provided that a violent collapse of the initial and
secondary bubbles could be produced, this would
result in the emission of a large number of shock
waves throughout the canal, potentially significantly
increasing the cleaning and disinfecting efficacy of
laser-induced irrigation.
In the study, an innovative technique was
developed in order to accelerate the bubble collapse
and consequently to generate shock waves also in
spatially confined reservoirs, such as root canals. This
SWEEPS (Shock Wave Enhanced Emission
Photoacoustic Streaming) technique consists of
delivering a subsequent laser pulse into the liquid at an
optimal time Topt when the initial bubble is in the final
phase of its collapse (see Fig. 4). The growth of the
subsequent bubble exerts pressure on the collapsing
initial bubble, accelerating its collapse and the collapse
of secondary bubbles, resulting in the emission of
primary and also secondary shock waves.

Fig. 2: Measured dependence of the bubble oscillation
period Tosc on the diameter of the canal, for laser pulse
energy of 20 mJ. The dotted line represents Tosc in an
infinite reservoir.

There is another important difference between
laser-induced cavitation dynamics in infinite and
spatially confined reservoirs. In spatially limited canals,
secondary smaller bubbles are formed throughout the
canal in addition to the larger initial bubble (See Fig.
3).

Fig. 4: Cavitation bubble dynamics sequence during and
following the emission of a SWEEPS laser pulse pair. A
vapor bubble starts to develop at the fiber tip’s end,
following the emission of the initial laser pulse (a). The
initial vapor bubble first expands together with
accompanying smaller secondary bubbles, until it reaches its
maximum volume (b). During the initial bubble’s collapse a
subsequent vapor bubble starts to grow following the
emission of the subsequent laser pulse (c). When the growth
of the subsequent bubble is properly timed, the pressure
waves caused by the subsequent bubble force the initial
bubble and secondary bubbles into a violent collapse,
resulting in the emission of shock waves (d).

The optimal time Topt, was found experimentally to
be approximately equal to Topt ≈ 0.9 Tosc, with the
FWHM of the optimal region of approximately 50 s.
Fig. 3: High-speed camera temporal sequence of images of
the development of an initial bubble close to the fiber tip,
accompanied by smaller secondary bubbles forming
throughout the blind canal, as observed following the
emission of a single laser pulse. Time increment between
images is 40 µs.

The observed shock waves in a narrow canal, using
the SWEEPS laser pulse pair of two individual laser
pulses separated by the optimal temporal separation
Tp = Topt, are shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5a shows shadow-graphic images of
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detected shock waves being emitted during the
collapse of an initial cavitation bubble, accelerated by
the beginning growth of the subsequent bubble which
can be seen forming at the bottom of the fiber tip.
The violent collapse of the initial bubble also leads to
the collapse of smaller secondary bubbles forming
alongside the entire canal, which also emit shock
waves when they collapse (Fig. 5 b).

Fig. 6: The factor of increase in the LBDP amplitude of
pressure waves generated by the SWEEPS technique, in
comparison to the pressure waves generated by the standard
PIPS technique. The amplification is strongest in narrow
canals where the acceleration of the bubble collapse is
largest in comparison to the speed of collapse in an infinite
reservoir. The line is a visual aid only.

Fig. 5: a) Primary shock wave emission following the
SWEEPS-accelerated collapse of the initial bubble; b)
Secondary shock waves are also emitted along the wall
canals as a result of the collapse of secondary bubbles,
which are generated deeper in the canal during the initial
bubble’s growth and collapse. Yellow (long) arrows point to
the emitted shock waves and red (short) arrows show the
growing bubble of the subsequent laser pulse.

The amplification of photoacoustic streaming by
the SWEEPS technique was also demonstrated by
measuring the generated pressure waves using a laser
beam deflection probe (LBDP). The pressure waves
produced by the shock wave-enhancing SWEEPS
technique were observed to result in an amplified
LBDP signal when compared to that produced by the
standard PIPS technique. The measured amplification
factor Af, as a function of the canal diameter, is shown
in Fig. 6, for a flat fiber and individual laser pulse
energy of 20 mJ. In narrow canals with diameters < 4
mm, where the acceleration of the bubble collapse is
largest in comparison to the speed of collapse in an
infinite reservoir, the LBDP pressure wave signals are
increased by a factor of Af ≈ 2.

It is important to note that the observed
amplification could not be achieved by simply
increasing the initial laser pulse energy. This can be
seen in Fig. 7, which shows the dependence of the
pressure amplitude (the LBDP signal) on the
individual laser pulse energy for a flat (Varian) and
conical (PIPS) tip under single-pulse and SWEEPS
conditions. The measured single-pulse LBDP signal is
approximately independent of the laser pulse energy.
This is because higher laser energy results in an
increase in the size of the cavitation bubble relative to
the dimensions of the spatially limited root canal,
which leads to prolonged bubble oscillation times at
higher laser energies.
However, as shown in Fig. 7 when a SWEEPS pair
is emitted with an optimal delay time, the pressure
waves, resulting from the collapse of the initial bubble
become significantly amplified. It is to be noted that
the actual amplification of pressure waves higher in
the canal, where the collapsing bubble is located, is
expected to be much higher than what was measured
at a distance of approximately 25 mm below the
bubble (Fig. 6). The shock waves are emitted at shock
speeds close to the collapsing bubble, but become
considerably slower as they travel 25 mm deep into the
canal where the measurement was made. In spite of
this slowing down effect, the pressure waves were still
measured to be approximately two-times stronger
under SWEEPS conditions.
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Fig. 7: Measured dependence of the pressure amplitude
(LBDP signal) following the collapse of the initial bubble on
the individual laser pulse energy for a flat (Varian) and
conical (PIPS) tip under single pulse and SWEEPS
conditions, for a 6 mm diameter canal.

b) Auto SWEEPS Er:YAG laser modality
When considering the use of the SWEEPS
technique in clinical practice, it is important to take
into account that the root canal diameter varies from
tooth to tooth and also along the length of the root
canal. In addition, T opt would to a certain degree
depend also on whether the practitioner positions the
fiber tip exactly at the center or closer to the walls of
the root canal. Therefore, a two-pulse laser emission
with a fixed temporal separation T p requires from the
practitioner to adjust the SWEEPS separation T p to
the diameter of the treated cavity in order to obtain
consistent shock wave emission.
For this reason, a special Auto SWEEPS Er:YAG
laser modality was developed, where the temporal
separation between the pair of laser pulses is
continuously swept back and forth in 10 s steps
between Tp = 300 s and Tp = 650 s. This ensures
that during each sweeping cycle there is always at
least a 50 s wide temporal separation range when
pulses are separated by Tp ≈ Topt, as required for
shock wave emission. The sweeping modality also
ensures that the optimal conditions are approximately
reached along the length of the canal by matching the
changing diameter conditions during the Auto
SWEEPS cycle. The Auto SWEEPS modality also
eliminates the need for the operator to precisely
position the fiber tip in the center of the crosssection of the root canal.
Figure 8 shows images of photoacoustic streaming
in a root canal model for three stages during an Auto
SWEEPS cycle: a) Tp > Topt; ; b) Tp ≈ Topt and c) Tp <
Topt . The Er:YAG laser system used was an ASP
(Adaptive Structured Pulse) powered LightWalker
ATS (manufactured by Fotona).

Fig. 8: Images of cavitation bubbles during an Auto SWEEPS
cycle as the temporal separation between the SWEEPS laser
pulse pair is being swept from a) long separations
(Tp > Topt) to c) short separations (Tp < Topt ). Fig 7 (b)
shows formation of cavitation bubbles when the pulse
separation approached the optimal separation, Tp ≈ Topt.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, the Auto SWEEPS
“sweeping” modality has an additional beneficial effect
on the irrigation efficacy, in addition to the generation
of shock waves. By sweeping the separation of
SWEEPS pulse pairs, the photoacoustic streaming is
being swept locally from a spatial region close to the
fiber tip when Tp > Topt (Figure 7a), to deeper into the
root canal when Tp < Topt (Figure 7c). When, for
example, Tp < Topt, the subsequent bubble from the
subsequent laser pulse effectively “propels” the initial
bubble deeper into the canal, thus effectively
improving the irrigation effect deeper within the canal.
This effect can be observed in more detail in highspeed camera images of the bubble dynamics during a
SWEEPS laser pair emission for Tp < Topt (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9: Sequence of images showing the development of
cavitation bubbles during an Auto SWEEPS cycle for the
laser pulse separation of Tp < Topt. A subsequent bubble
forming very quickly following the initial bubble is shown in
Figs a) and b). The bubble’s “propulsion” deeper into the
canal can be seen in Figs c) and d).

For comparison, high speed camera images of the
bubble dynamics during a standard PIPS single-pulse
emission is shown in Fig.10. In this case, the bubble
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cavitation is located predominantly only near the
conical PIPS fiber tip.

Fig. 10: Sequence of images showing the development of a
cavitation bubble following a single PIPS Er:YAG laser
pulse. The bubble cavitation is located predominantly close
to the conical PIPS fiber tip.

IV. DISCUSSION
In spatially confined reservoirs such as root canals,
cavitation pressure waves cannot be increased, or
shock waves generated, by simply increasing the
energy of a single PIPS Er:YAG laser pulse. As
measurements have demonstrated, an increase in the
PIPS laser pulse energy within the range of laser pulse
energies from 10 – 50 mJ, actually results in a lower
amplitude of the LBDP pressure wave signal. This is
due to an increase in the size of the cavitation bubble
relative to the dimensions of the canal, which leads to
slowed down bubble oscillation dynamics at higher
laser energies. It is only by optimally shaping the laser
pulse emission temporally using the SWEEPS
technique that we were able to achieve the
amplification of the photoacoustic streaming effects.
It is also worth noting that when a standard conical
tip (Fotona PIPS) was used in our experiments, the
cone of the tip became damaged following a single
optimally separated SWEEPS laser pulse pair,
demonstrating the strength of the created shock
waves. For this reason, a special fiber tip (SWEEPS
600 by Fotona) is recommended to be used for
performing SWEEPS endodontic treatments.
A preliminary study of the potential apical irrigant
extrusion during the SWEEPS laser irrigation has also
been carried out [30]. Irrigation using two standard
endodontic irrigation needles (notched open-end and
side-vented) was compared with the PIPS and
SWEEPS laser irrigation procedures. Both the PIPS
and SWEEPS irrigation procedures resulted in a
significantly lower apical extrusion compared to the
conventional irrigation with endodontic irrigation
needles, in agreement with a previous report [31].

Generating SWEEPS laser pulse pairs with equal
individual pulse energies during the SWEEPS cycle
represents a significant technological challenge. This is
because the lasing efficiency of each of the laser pulses
in the pulse pair changes continuously during the
SWEEPS cycle. For this reason, the recently
introduced 3rd generation Fotona ASP (Adaptive
Structured Pulse) power generation technology [32]
was used to generate the new SWEEPS modality. The
same ASP technology has also been used lately to
optimize the performance of the Er:YAG laser’s QSP
(Quantum Square Pulse) mode with regard to critical
requirements for minimally invasive laser dentistry
[32, 33].
V. CONCLUSIONS
When
performing
laser-activated
PIPS
endodontics, it is desirable to be able to increase the
speed of generated waves in irrigants, with a goal to
not only turbulently spread irrigants throughout the
root canal system, but also to directly remove the
smear layer and disinfect the root canal walls [34, 35].
In spatially confined root canals, single laser pulses
do not result in the emission of shock waves in laserirradiated irrigants. Additionally, the effectiveness of
pressure waves cannot be increased by increasing the
laser pulse energy. However, as shown by our study,
enhanced pressure waves travelling at shock speeds
can be created in root canals during laser endodontic
procedures using the new SWEEPS (Shock Wave
Enhanced Emission Photoacoustic Streaming)
Er:YAG laser modality.
In conclusion, SWEEPS delivers precise
concentration of shock waves into cleaning fluids,
reaching deep into lateral canals and microscopic
tubules to remove tissue, debris, biofilm and bacteria.
This new modality thus promises to significantly
enhance the efficacy of the standard PIPS (Photon
Induced Photoacoustic Streaming) laser-induced
irrigation procedures
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